
TRADITION
Furniture for quality of life
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Tradition
Tradition is a classically elegant furniture line, 
perfectly suited to the stylish and discerning 
home decor, where clean lines and simplicity set 
the stage for a busy life.

The line includes swivel recliners, traditional 
four-legged armchairs and matching sofas. Two 
options for matching footstools complement the 
line.

The Tradition line is available in several beautiful 
wood colours, and offers the choice of a wide 
selection of leather and textile options.

The wide selection of design elements makes it 
easy to design a Tradition model to suit existing 
interior design. Featuring several comfort options 
such as adjustable headrest and recline function, 
your Tradition chair or sofa will quickly become the 
preferred seat in the house. Some models are 
available with seat lift function, making it 
especially suitable for seniors.
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Finding a chair that fits the occu-
pant perfectly is the key to com-
fort. That is why we offer some of 
the Classic chairs in three widths 
and three heights for optimum 
seating comfort

As an additional option, seat 
height can be calibrated in the 
range of 42 to 52 cm, depending 
on the customer. 

The PLUS system’s unique gas spring pro-
vides continuous adjustment of the seat 
back, as well as a secure feeling of quality 
and optimum comfort every time you re-
cline or adjust your position.

66cm 70cm 76cm

3 seat heights:
52 cm -HIGH
47 cm-STANDARD
42 cm - LOW

Optimum Comfort 

Choose between 3 widths and 3 heights

PLUS system

Small Medium Large

The seat remains in 
place independently 
of the recline of the 
seat back. 
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Classic
The renowned and classic armchair Sorø Classic Standard is Scandinavia’s best sell-
ing senior chair. The Sorø Classic line includes several four-legged models as well 
as a swivel option, all with cable lock as a standard option. Also available with the 
PLUS-system and with electrical seat life. Matching footstools are available for all 
models.

The Sorø Classic sofas feature no-sag springs in the frame and cold foam in seats 
and backs. All seat and back cushions are moveable, making it easy to ensure even 
wear and tear for the preferred seat in the house that sees the most use. All sofas 
are available with three, two and one seat.

Sorø standard Sorø PLUS Sorø Light

Sorø elektrisk sødeløft Sorø Swing

S  M  L S  M  L S  M  L
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Sorø Classis sofa



Sorø Classic Seat Lift Footstool
Electrical seat lift is an invaluable comfort 
feature for those needing assistance to sit in 
and get up from a chair. The seat life function 
and the continuous back recline are com-
fortably and securely controlled by means of 
an easy-to-use remote control.

Classic series matching footstool
available in 2 variants - standard with lift in
pad and standard with magazine and
peristaltic pump.

If you choose a footstool with a magazine
you always have room for TV remote con-
trol or newspaper and weekly magazines.

Blokhus, Skagen and Løkken are luxurious quality 
chairs with solid oak or beech frame. The chairs 
are with adjustable back, and optional cable 
lock is offered. Comes in a large selection of fab-
ric and leather qualities in several colors. Is fit-
ted with moulded cold-cured foam in seat and 
back. Haslev is with the same frame as the Sorø 
Classic but is made of beautifully shaped wood. 
All 4 models have matching footstools.

Blokhus Løkken

Skagen Haslev
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Summary of modular chairs:

Summary of modular sofas:
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All measurements are in centimeters.

3 seat heights

Løkken  
Skagen
Blokhus

Haslev 

Sorø Swing

*Sorø seat lift available in medium only.

*This chair is adjustable – Standard version from 43-46 cm, High version from 47 cm -50 cm. 

3 seat heights
Sorø Standard 
Sorø PLUS 
Sorø Light 
Sorø Sædeløft* 

93 
88 
83 52 

47 
42

49

7374 130 186

3 seat heights

Sorø Classic sofa 
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Firm cover

Interior metal frame

Molded cold foam 55 kg

Optional extra lumber support

Molded cold foam 55kg.

Angled top cushion for addi-
tional comfort

Optional height-adjusting 
cushion, storage or peristaltic 
pump

Cable lock included as standard 
on all models

Available in 3 size: Small (width 66cm), Standard (width 
70cm) and Large (width 76cm)

Optional individual adjustments of seating height

7 frame colours

Quality and comfort
Scandinavia’s best selling senior chair - and with good reason!
5 year warranty on internal metal construction.

Dealer:


